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Announcing Convert Gold - The First Voice Activated Unit Converter
Published on 09/17/11
California based Hindsight Labs LLC today introduces Convert Gold 1.0, their new voice
activated unit converter for iPhone and iPod touch devices. Convert Gold offers the
fastest way to convert any unit. No more fiddling with dials or number pads. Just tap the
microphone, speak your conversion, and it will recognize your speech and perform the
conversion for you. Convert Gold is so much faster and easier to use than any traditional
converter, one you try it you'll never go back.
Los Angeles, California - Hindsight Labs LLC today is excited to announce the release of
Convert Gold, the world's first fully voice activated unit converter. It's simply the
fastest way to convert any unit. Just tap the microphone, speak your conversion, and it
will take care of the rest. For example, you can say:
* "Twelve feet in inches"
* "Four tablespoons in cups"
* "Twenty quarts in liters"
* "Ninety degrees in radians"
* "Sixty five miles per hour in feet per second"
* "One hundred celsius in fahrenheit"
* "Twenty four point five miles in kilometers"
* "One million angstroms in feet"
And the app will recognize your speech and perform the conversion for you. No more
fiddling around with convoluted dials or number pads! Convert Gold is so much faster and
easier to use than any traditional converter, one you try it you'll never go back.
Unit Types Supported:
* Angle
* Area
* Energy
* Force
* Length
* Power
* Pressure
* Speed
* Temperature
* Time
* Volume
* Weight
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone and iPod touch.
* Requires iPhone OS 4.0 or later
* 11.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Convert Gold 1.0 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities category.
Convert Gold 1.0:
http://www.hindsightlabs.com/products/convertgold/
Purchase and Download:
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http://itunes.apple.com/app/id460321445
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Hindsight Labs LLC is a Los Angeles based software company specializing in the development
of mobile applications and mobile websites. Copyright (C) 2011 Hindsight Labs LLC. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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